
After I’m Gone
A Novel, by Laura Lippman
(William Morrow Paperbacks, 9780062083418, 
$14.99)
“In 2012, retired detective Sandy Sanchez 
opens the cold case file on the murder of Julie 
Saxony. Julie was the mistress of the wealthy, 
unscrupulous businessman Felix Brewer, who ran 
away to escape a prison sentence in 1976. Julie 
disappeared 10 years later and her 

decomposed body was found in 2001. Sandy’s investigation reveals 
suspicious facts about Felix’s wife, Bambi, their three daughters, and 
the family and friends of the murder victim. Startling revelations 
about the power of money, friendship, loyalty, love, trust, and truth 
abound in this latest from the award-winning Lippman.”

—Diana Randolph, Redbery Books,  Cable, WI

Babayaga
A Novel of Witches in Paris, by Toby Barlow
(Picador, 9781250050298, $16)
“Moving from ancient Russia to the dawn of the 
New World, stretching into an endless future, but 
mainly rushing madly around postwar Paris, 
Babayaga covers a lot of ground. Vengeful 
witches hunt, charm, and wage battle. Evil 
scientists hatch sinister plans. A dashing spy runs 
a crew of outcast mercenaries. A good-hearted 

police inspector stays on his case, even in the form of a flea! And 
hapless Will, ad man/CIA informant, is caught in the whirlwind, 
which just might be the best thing that’s ever happened to him!”

—Sarah Hinckley, Hudson Booksellers, Marietta, GA

The Heart of Everything 
That Is
The Untold Story of Red Cloud, An 
American Legend, by Bob Drury
and Tom Clavin
(Simon & Schuster, 9781451654684, $17)
“The authors present the epic story of Red 
Cloud, the only Native American tribal leader to 
defeat the U.S. Army in the West. Red Cloud 
could be vicious and savage and he used those 

attributes to achieve power. But he could also show patience and 
restraint in his efforts to defeat the Army’s expansion into the Powder 
River country of present-day Wyoming. This book presents an 
important chapter in American history that needed to be told.”

—George Rishel, The Sly Fox,  Virden, IL

Jeeves and the Wedding Bells
An Homage to P.G. Wodehouse,
by Sebastian Faulks
(St. Martin’s Griffin, 9781250049063, $15.99) 
“Dash it all! Jeeves and Bertie Wooster return in 
Faulks’ homage to Wodehouse. Jeeves seems to 
interfere with Bertie’s plans to save the 
engagement of a friend. Georgiana, a right 
smashing gal by any standard and the cousin of 
Woody’s fiancée, dives right into the bumbles 

and misguided efforts that seem to surround any Wooster plan. 
Jeeves impersonates a lord while Bertie becomes his butler—and a 
thief—but all in a good cause, of course!”

— Becky Milner, Vintage Books, Vancouver, WA

The Last Days of California
A Novel, by Mary Miller
(Liveright, 9780871408419, $14.95)
“Two sisters bicker with one another over the 
space in a car’s backseat, gas station snack 
choices, motel room beds, and boys, of course. 
Only this isn’t another angst-ridden coming-of-
age road trip novel. This family is driving from 
Georgia to California so its members can 
witness the Rapture as it rolls through the world’s 

time zones and arrives, at blessed last, in Pacific Standard Time. A 
swift, quirky, earnest read that will resonate with anyone who’s ever 
been to a church sleepover, proselytized, or just been a teenager.”

—Stacie M. Williams, Boswell Book Company,  Milwaukee, WI

The Lion Seeker
A Novel, by Kenneth Bonert
(Mariner, 9780544334519, $14.95)
“Bonert’s astounding debut, uses South African 
apartheid, where blacks are treated like the 
Jews of Eastern Europe, to convey the drama of 
a Lithuanian family’s emigration to escape the 
very debasement that they then perpetrate on 
those who live in their new community. It’s a 
complicated story well told, emotional, fraught 

with angst, but also with some of the most memorable characters in 
recent fictional history.”

—Gayle Shanks, Changing Hands Bookstore, Tempe, AZ

Men We Reaped
A Memoir, by Jesmyn Ward
(Bloomsbury, 9781608197651, $16)
“Men We Reaped is one of the rare nonfiction 
books that seem destined to become a literary 
classic. National Book Award-winner Ward 
intertwines the story of her life growing up poor 
and black in rural coastal Mississippi with the lives 
of five young men she was close to—including her 
brother—who died within a two-year span soon 

after she finished college. Ward writes with fire and passion as she 
captures the day-to-day systemic injustices and struggles that she and 
her family faced. Also clear is the deep love and roots that tie her to the 
people and place where she was raised. This book will break your 
heart, make you think, and get you angry.”

—Caitlin Caulfield, Odyssey Bookshop, South Hadley, MA

Orfeo
A Novel, by Richard Powers
(W.W. Norton, 9780393349849, $15.95)
“Orfeo is the kind of novel that creeps slowly 
into a reader’s consciousness and makes a home 
there. A beautiful, cerebral book that’s as 
concerned with the past and how the decisions 
made by protagonist Peter Els shaped his 
personal philosophies and relationships and how 
music played a role in it all, as it is with the very 

real present and how Peter’s hobbyist interest in DNA makes him an 
accidental bioterrorism threat. Orfeo is an intelligent and incredibly 
moving portrait of the role of art in both one man’s life and society 
as a whole. Stunning!”

—Lauren Wiser, Left Bank Books, St. Louis, MO

Snow Hunters
A Novel, by Paul Yoon
(Simon & Schuster, 9781476714820, $15)
“With poetic language, this slim volume paints the 
unlikely portrait of a poor North Korean prisoner 
of war who, almost by chance, begins a new life 
in a low-key port city in Brazil rather than return 
home. Taken in by a kindly Japanese tailor, Yohan 
masters the trade, learns the language, and slowly 
becomes a member of this odd foreign family of 

two. A touching portrayal of immigrant life, isolation, and the search 
for human connections in a strange new world.”

— Darwin Ellis, Books on the Common, Ridgefield, CT

Someone Else’s Love Story
A Novel, by Joshilyn Jackson
(William Morrow Paperbacks, 9780062105660, 
$14.99)
“Jackson is a phenomenal novelist whose feisty, 
unforgettable characters wrestle their way 
through complicated lives with grit and good 
humor. With rich dialogue, vivid scene-setting, 
edge-of-your-seat plotting, and one-of-a-kind 
characters, Jackson’s novels entertain 

thoroughly and stay on your mind long after you have turned the 
last page. In Someone Else’s Love Story, a chance encounter during 
a convenience store robbery shakes up a number of lives. 
Assumptions about relationships—with family, friends, lovers, and 
perceived enemies—are shattered, and something new and 
surprising emerges. I loved this book!”

— Carol Schneck Varner, Schuler Books & Music, Okemos, MI

We Are Water
A Novel, by Wally Lamb
(Harper Perennial, 9780061941030, $16.99)
“Lamb combines complex characters and an 
intricate plot with an array of contemporary 
topics and timeless issues in this engrossing 
novel. A wife and mother leaves her family to 
pursue an artistic career and an unconventional 
relationship.  A husband and father abruptly 
abandons his longtime profession as a 

psychologist. Their children wonder at these transformations but 
hide secrets of their own. Essentially, Lamb addresses the 
longstanding question of whether anyone can really know the truth 
of another person. The answer is a resounding ‘no.’”

—Lynn Beeson, Loganberry Books, Cleveland, OH

The Wind Is Not a River
A Novel, by Brian Payton
(Ecco, 9780062279989, $15.99)
“A grand tale of devotion and adventure set in a 
forgotten theater of World War II, Payton’s new 
novel is convincingly told. Along with journalist 
John Easley, the stranded protagonist, readers 
feel the Arctic wind screaming across Japanese 
occupied Attu in the remote Aleutian Islands and 
are swept along by the parallel narrative of 

Helen, John’s wife, as she sets off from her native Seattle in a bold, 
imaginative effort to locate her missing husband. Compelling!”

—Chris Wilcox, City Lights Bookstore, Sylva, NC
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